On 10/09/17 at about 0800, a male suspect pictured here was inside a dorm restroom at SJSU. A female student walked in the restroom and was confronted by the suspect. He had his pants down and was exposing himself. He physically tried to push her into a shower stall. The victim was able to push back and escape. The suspect was seen on CCTV exiting the building. He was described as a BMA or an OMA standing 5-5 inches tall and was approximately 200 lbs. He was wearing sunglasses and has "wavy" hair. He had dark colored jeans on (the 1st picture looks light but they are dark colored) and a black or dark blue sweatshirt on. He had a backpack with a racquetball or tennis racquet sticking out and black shoes with white stripes. The victim described him as resembling a transient, not a student. If you think you know who this guy is, please let us know. We would very much like to find him.